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authors’ Guidelines

General Guidelines
- The Journal covers theoretical and empirical researches in the field of 

social sciences, economics and management.
- The paper will be written entirely in English (following the Editing 

Instructions).
- All articles are subject to peer review and scientific categorization and 

should not exceed 4000 words. Based on that, the paper can be categorized 
as: 1) original scientific paper; 2) professional paper 3) reviews.

A soft copy of the manuscript is required to be sent to 
EconomicDevelopment@ek-inst.ukim.edu.mk. the authors are entirely 
responsible for the content of their article. 
- Each author may submit a maximum of two papers per one issue (as single 

author and/or as co-author). 
- All submitted manuscripts should not be previously published and not 

under consideration for publication elsewhere.
- Upon submission of manuscripts the editorial board will: 1) sends the 

paper to pear reviewer 2) informs the author about possible suggestions or 
comments on the manuscript that need to be revised or 3) informs the author 
that the paper has been rejected. Only positively reviewed manuscripts are 
published in the Journal. Provided the manuscript is refused, (the editor 
is not obligated to present reasons for refusal), the author may submit 
the paper elsewhere. Submitted manuscripts will not be returned to the 
author. Once the manuscript is accepted for publication, the author must 
not publish the paper in other journal. 

note
- The logical connection between the title of the article, abstract, key words, 

main content and conclusions should be respected.
- Articles that do not comply with all the requirements specified in the 

Editing Instructions will not be accepted for publication.

admission fee:
 85 Eur/paper
 5.000 mkD/paper
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the admission fee must accompany the manuscript submission.

Beneficiary: Institute of Economics - Skopje (Ss. Cyril and Methodius 
University in Skopje)
Bank account (national): 160010853278810
International Bank account (IBan): MK07 1007 0100 0096 782 
Bank name: Народна Банка на Република Северна Македонија
          National Bank of the Republic of North Macedonia
          Address: Bul. Kuzman Josifovski Pitu, No. 1, 
                    1000 Skopje, Republic of North Macedonia
sWIft code: nBrm mk 2X

contact: 
 technical editor of the Journal (EconomicDevelopment@ek-inst.ukim.

edu.mk)
url: http://www.ek-inst.ukim.edu.mk/ Editing Instructions

namE anD last namE will be written with capital letters, left 
alignment, 12 points, bold, being followed by asterisks, and in the footnote 

the didactic and scientific degree, the position and place of work of the 
authors e-mail are indicated (Times New Roman, 10 points) 1

(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>
(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>

thE tItlE of thE papEr WIll BE WrIttEn WIth capItal 
lEttErs, cEntErED, times new roman, 12 poInts, BolD

(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>
(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>

<Tab> abstract: (Times New Roman, 12 points, Sentence case, bold, left 
alligment) 
The text in the Abstract will only be in English and will have between 100 and 
200 words, a single line spacing, justify alignment, Times New Roman, 12 
points. (The abstract should summarize the content of the paper. Do not make 
references nor display equations in the abstract.)

(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>
<Tab> keywords: (Times New Roman, 12 points, Sentance case, a single line 
spacing, justify alligment, bold). Maximum 5 words, in English, Times New 
Roman, 12 points.

1 Assoc.Prof., Ph.D., University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius, Republic of North Macedonia, 
e-mail:
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 (12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>
<Tab> JEL Classification: (Times New Roman, 12 points, Sentance case, 
justify alligment, bold). Times New Roman, 12 points, (http://www.aeaweb.
org/journal/jel_class_system.php).

(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>
(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>

Introduction (Times New Roman, 12 points, Sentance case, left alligment, 
bold)

(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>
(The introduction of the paper should explain the nature of the problem, 
previous work, purpose, and the contribution of the paper, a single line spacing, 
justify alignment, Times New Roman, 12 points. The contents of each section 
may be provided to understand easily about the paper.)

(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>
1. thE tItlE of thE chaptEr: Times New Roman, 12 points, , 
capital letters, bold, numbered with Arabic numbers, left alligment.

(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>
<Tab> The text paragraphs of the paper will be Times New Roman, 12 points, 
justified alligment, single line spacing. The paper will be edited on A4 format 
(210 x 297), page setup, top/bottom 2,54 cm; left/right 2,54 cm. The size of a 
<Tab> is 1,27 cm. 

(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>
1.1. subchapter. Subchapters can be used in the text, numbered with the 
number of the chapter and a number showing the number of the subtitle within 
the chapter. The subchapters are Times New Roman, 12 points, Sentence case, 
bold.

(12 points) <Blank line 12 point high>
<Tab> conclusion: (Times New Roman, 12 points, Sentence case, bold, left 
alligment) 
The text in the Conclusion will be written in Times New Roman, 12 points, 
justify alignment, single line spacing.
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cItatIons: Quotations and notes should be elaborated as footnotes and 
marked successively with Arabic numbers2. The scope of quotations and notes 
should be limited to 15 lines. Abbreviations such as „ibid”, „op. cit” can be 
used. 

Harvard Format Citation is also asseptable (In-text and Reference list). 

prEsEntatIon of thE mathEmatIcal EQuatIons
(10 points) <Blank line 10 point high>

The mathematical equations will be Times New Roman, 11 points, centred and 
numbered on the right with Arabic numbers between round brackets.

(10 points) <Blank line 10 point high>
            X2 + Y2 = Z2    
          (1)

(10 points) <Blank line 10 point high>

prEsEntatIon of taBlEs, Graphs anD pIcturEs (12 points) 
Title of the table, graph, picture or other illustration (Times New Roman, 12 
points, Sentence case, bold, left alligment)

<Blank line 12 point high>
Tables, graphs, pictures and other illustrations should be presented in Arabic 
consecutive numbers. The references or data sources of the tables and graphs 
should be cited below, preceded by any additional comments or explanations. 
Tables, graphs, pictures and other illustrations are prepared in black and white 
techniques presented appropriately in the text. All graphs and illustrations and 
diagrams should be additionally submitted in their original electronic form 
(jpg, gif, xls, and alike). 
 
<Tab> references: (Times New Roman, 12 points, Sentance case, bold, left 
alligment) 
References should appear at the end of the paper, listed in alphabetical order 
by the names of authors.
References will be written with Times New Roman 12 points, justify alligment, 
numbered with Arabic numbers. 

2  Author’s surname, Initial of first name: Title of book, Edition (only include this if not the 
first edition), Publisher, Place, Year, page (Times New Roman, 10 points,  justify alligment, 
single space)
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 For books the required elements for a reference are:
Author’s surname, Initial of first name: Title of book, Edition (only include 
this if not the first edition), Publisher, Place, Year

 For journal articles the required elements for a reference are:
Author’s surname, Initial of first name: Title of article, Full Title of Journal, 
Volume number (Issue/Part number),Year, Page numbers

 For journal articles from an electronic source the required elements for 
a reference are:

Author’s surname, Initial of first name: Title of article, Full Title of Journal, 
Volume number (Issue/Part number), Year, Page numbers if availalble, Available 
at: include web site address/URL(Uniform Resource Locator), [Accessed date]

 For newspaper articles the required elements for a reference are:
Author’s surname, Initial of first name: Title of article, Full Title of 
Newspaper, Day and month, year before page numbers and column line. 

 For websites found on the world wide web the required elements for a 
reference are:

Authorship or Source: Title of web document or web page, Year of the 
document, Available at: include web site address/URL(Uniform Resource 
Locator), (Accessed date)


